HOW TO INSTALL THIS SMOKE ALARM

THE PARTS OF THIS SMOKE ALARM

Front Cover

• SMOKE SENSING CHAMBER
• Battery Compartment

Back Cover

• Button Code
• Two 9V Alkaline Batteries

Interior

• Alarm and Power Indicators

Power Cord

• Locking Pin

Mounting Bracket

• Mounting Screws

Door

• Test Button

Model SA303

This unit is designed to be used in a detached rural home, a mobile home, or a home with an electrical wiring system capable of providing standby power to the Smoke Alarm when the household power fails.

WARNING

This Smoke Alarm should be installed in a location where the sensor chamber will not be exposed to smoke, soot, steam, or high temperature. The smoke sensors are electrically sensitive and an open flame or electric arc, such as from a light bulb, can temporarily disable the Smoke Alarm.

WARNING

Before installing this Smoke Alarm:

1. Remove the battery and cover and set aside. (Recommended: Use a different key to mark your Smoke Alarm. This helps you to identify your Smoke Alarm in case it becomes lost or broken.)
2. Turn off power to the electrical outlet from which the Smoke Alarm is plugged, if applicable.
3. Remove any old Smoke Alarm from the mounting location and set aside.

IMPORTANT

This Smoke Alarm has two 9V alkaline batteries. Do not attempt to use a different type of battery.

The Smoke Alarm is intended for use in the USA and Canada. This Smoke Alarm has been designed to be mounted on either a standard ceiling or wall. This Smoke Alarm is not intended for use in the bathroom, kitchen, garage, or laundry room.
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This unit is designed to be used in a detached rural home, a mobile home, or a home with an electrical wiring system capable of providing standby power to the Smoke Alarm when the household power fails.

WARNING

This Smoke Alarm should be installed in a location where the sensor chamber will not be exposed to smoke, soot, steam, or high temperature. The smoke sensors are electrically sensitive and an open flame or electric arc, such as from a light bulb, can temporarily disable the Smoke Alarm.

IMPORTANT

The Smoke Alarm is recommended for use only indoors. It is designed to be mounted on either a standard ceiling or wall. This Smoke Alarm is not intended for use in the bathroom, kitchen, garage, or laundry room.
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1. Remove the battery and cover and set aside. (Recommended: Use a different key to mark your Smoke Alarm. This helps you to identify your Smoke Alarm in case it becomes lost or broken.)
2. Turn off power to the electrical outlet from which the Smoke Alarm is plugged, if applicable.
3. Remove any old Smoke Alarm from the mounting location and set aside.

IMPORTANT

This Smoke Alarm has two 9V alkaline batteries. Do not attempt to use a different type of battery.

The Smoke Alarm is intended for use in the USA and Canada. This Smoke Alarm has been designed to be mounted on either a standard ceiling or wall. This Smoke Alarm is not intended for use in the bathroom, kitchen, garage, or laundry room.
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This unit is designed to be used in a detached rural home, a mobile home, or a home with an electrical wiring system capable of providing standby power to the Smoke Alarm when the household power fails.

WARNING

This Smoke Alarm should be installed in a location where the sensor chamber will not be exposed to smoke, soot, steam, or high temperature. The smoke sensors are electrically sensitive and an open flame or electric arc, such as from a light bulb, can temporarily disable the Smoke Alarm.

WARNING

Before installing this Smoke Alarm:

1. Remove the battery and cover and set aside. (Recommended: Use a different key to mark your Smoke Alarm. This helps you to identify your Smoke Alarm in case it becomes lost or broken.)
2. Turn off power to the electrical outlet from which the Smoke Alarm is plugged, if applicable.
3. Remove any old Smoke Alarm from the mounting location and set aside.

IMPORTANT

This Smoke Alarm has two 9V alkaline batteries. Do not attempt to use a different type of battery.

The Smoke Alarm is intended for use in the USA and Canada. This Smoke Alarm has been designed to be mounted on either a standard ceiling or wall. This Smoke Alarm is not intended for use in the bathroom, kitchen, garage, or laundry room.

BEFORE INSTALLING THIS SMOKE ALARM

IMPORTANT: Before installing a Smoke Alarm, make sure that the location is suitable for the Smoke Alarm. Be sure the Smoke Alarm is not exposed to direct sunlight, heat, or flame. It cannot prevent or extinguish fires.

IMPORTANT: If smoke reaches the sensor, the Smoke Alarm will detect smoke and sound an alarm. This unit can be used in addition to any other Smoke Alarms in your home or building.

IMPORTANT: For maximum protection, use both types of Smoke Alarms on each floor, in each separate sleeping area, and in kitchens. This unit has been designed to be as maintenance free as possible, but there are a few simple things you must do to keep it working properly.

IMPORTANT: Always test your Smoke Alarm before installing it in your home or building. Follow these simple steps:

1. Press and hold the test button on the Smoke Alarm until the unit sounds an alarm.
2. Press and hold the test button again until the unit sounds an alarm again.
3. If the Smoke Alarm does not sound both times, replace it immediately.

IMPORTANT: If you experience frequent non-emergency alarms, please consult your local fire department or an electrician to determine whether there is a problem with your electrical system or an appliance that is causing the alarm. You can also contact First Alert® for assistance.
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